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Vertical silos are large cylinders used for material storage in agriculture and mineral industries. One of
the silo problems is its obstruction due to dome and dense packing. Depend on the material properties
and silo dimensions several techniques are used to solve this problem. In the present work, possibility
of obstruction solution of a laboratory silo by ball impact is investigated. Test materials are magnetite
and hematite concentrate and reproducible hematite, having specified wet. Ball impacts fracture the
bulk and make it to flow. The profile of fractured regime is captured and the required number of
impacts which provide the continuous flow are registered. Results show that different materials do not
have the identical behavior during ball impacts. Moreover, it has been revealed that as the wet
increases, the obstruction intensity increases and more impacts are required. Results will be used to
optimum impactor be designed for obstruction solution of operating silos in Gol-e-Gohar iron ore
complex.
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1. INTRODUCTION1
One of the silo flow problems is obstruction due to
arching or cohesiveness. Obstruction relates material
flow on silo outlet and occurs due to arching. The cause
may be the bridging by large particles or cohesive arcs.
However, there is a strategy for silo design in order to
prevent its obstruction [1] but in some cases material
sizing and moisture will cause problems in discharge
[2]. Karimi et al. [3] illustrated that the material wet
may be changed within the metabolism of products. A
critical value for silo outlet can be evaluated to prevent
the obstruction at the specified particle size and
moisture. Mathews and Wu [4] investigated the effects
of gravity on material flow at discharge and internal
patterns using a centrifuge model of silo. They
illustrated that the flow channel size does not depend on
the gravity and material velocity is proportional to the
acceleration of gravity. They also stated that the criteria
for funnel or mass flow conditions are independent of
gravity. As reported by Roberts [5], quaking is known
to occur in tall mass- flow silos in which the height of
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fill is above a critical height. In order to predict the rate
of silo discharge, Beverloo [6] developed a correlation
based on easily measurable silo and material properties.
The Beverloo correlation was modified by Mathews and
Wu [4] for rectangular outlets by maintaining
dimensional consistency and considering that the flow
rate increases linearly with silo thickness.
Schulze and Schwedes [7] used a test silo to effectively
compare various analytical methods with data obtained
empirically for vertical and normal stresses during
filling and before discharging in hoppers. They found
that a reasonable degree of accuracy could be obtained
using popular slice element methods. Accuracy could be
increased with manipulation of various factors within
the calculations to better suit prevailing conditions.
However, it was commented that these methods,
including Walters [8] and Motzkus [9], did not take into
account various conditions affecting the material.
Factors such as compressibility and deformation of the
bulk solid were not considered. Hence, Schulze and
Swedes [7] suggested a new method to take account of
such factors. Schulze [7] discussed a method of
obtaining a granular materials yield locus. The method
used was the uni-axial compression test. According to
Bates, the second parameter of primary importance for
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gravity flow is wall friction measurement. This can be
achieved by the simple test set up shown in Figure 1.
However for more accurate data, or where surface
adhesion is present, Bates recommends use of the set up
shown in Figure 2.
In summary, it seems that although there are many
experimental data in this field, advances are still
possible. Experiments may not be conducted in identical
conditions to that of actual usage of the granular
material. For example, it has been proven that yielding
of granular material can be time dependant [10].
Freeman [11] presented modern items of test equipment
in order to provide repeatability by conditioning
samples of powder prior to testing. Nateghi and
Yakhchalian [12] showed that the seismic behavior of
grain material is highly nonlinear. It justifies using the
laboratory silos, instead of theoretical methods, to study
the grain material behavior. The processes concerning
the impact phenomenon, because of their complicated
manner, require the empirical procedures to be
evaluated [13].
A silo in Gol-e-Gohar iron ore has the obstruction
problem which makes it out of order. A comprehensive
study is currently undertaken to investigate one
individual procedure or simultaneously multiple ways to
solve the problem. In the present work, as a part of this
research, the ability of ball impact for obstruction
solution of different materials having different wet is
investigated. The novelty is that the parameters directly
relate to the yielding of grain materials are studied here.
These parameters include material type, internal friction
and wet.

size causes unstable material discharge. In critical state,
it may results in silo malfunction and make it out of
order. Test silos are usually much smaller than the
operating ones used in industry. Full scale testing is
uncommon due to the time and expense required. A
usual problem is silo obstruction and a common solution
is silo wall actuation by impacts. Impator may be large
hand-pendulum or small pneumatic hammers. Ability of
this procedure depends on the material and wall
properties. This is investigated here by impacting the
hopper wall of a laboratory silo for three material types:
hematite and magnetite concentrate and hematite
reproducible. Effect of material wet is also investigated.
3. LABORATORY SILO
Since cylindrical silos are huge structures, it is
practically impossible to carry out experiments on
operating silos. On the other hand, theoretical methods
don't give the reliable predictions for the behavior of
grain materials. Because of these, using the scaled silo
is an acceptable way to investigate grain behaviors.
Many researchers used such scaled silos for this aim
[14-16]. Laboratory silo made of 6 mm thick polexy
glass. It is supported by a box structure. The bottom is
about 600mm above the ground. The hopper is wedgeshape cone with 100mm in width orifice. Schematic and
an image of this silo have been illustrated in Figure 3.
Parameters of Figure 3 are given in Table 1.
4. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
A silo may be initially well designed but over a period
of operation variation of material moisture and particle

Figure 1. Checking wall slip by inclined plane

Figure 2. Wall friction test with force measuring device

Behavior of different materials and the effect of wet on
response to ball impacts are investigated here. Materials
are hematite and magnetite concentrate and reproducible
hematite. Shear tests are performed to determine the
internal friction. Silo is filled while its outlet is closed
by a flat plate. Foundation has been such designed to
have minimum fluctuations in order to minimize testing
errors. If there is no material discharge, after the silo
outlet is opened, the impacting process begins. It is
allowed, after a single impact, to partial discharge be
completed and stationary condition occurs again. The
new material profile in hopper is captured and the
impacting process is repeated. This is done until the
continuous flow occurs, the stationary condition doesn't
occur again, and the silo be completely discharged. This
will be the end of a test. As an obligation here,
maximum of 5 impacts on each individual wall is
conducted. If the continuous flow is not achieved,
another wall is impacted afterward.
To see the effect of pressure variation in silo, two
series of experiments have been done. At first series the
material internal pressure is due to the weight of above
material but in second series a 50kg weight is put on
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Figure 4. Schematic of the procedure of ball velocity
measurement

Figure 3. Schematic and image of laboratory silo

TABLE 1. Laboratory silo dimensions
H(mm)

h(mm)

D(mm)

d(mm)

300

200

250

100

material to increase the internal pressure.
Impact parameters include the ball size, ball velocity
and impact position which are important in the study but
they are not the topic of the present work. Here, the
fixed impact parameters are selected for all tests. The
ball is 25mm in diameter, impact velocity is 2.5m/s and
impact position is 40 mm above the silo outlet. Due to
the limitation of the page numbers for the present paper
the effect of impact parameters will be submitted in
another paper.
Gravity acceleration is employed to achieve ball
velocity. A hose is used for this aim in which the ball
potential energy is converted into kinetic energy. To
measure the ball velocity, a pre-experiment is conducted
before the main impacting tests. Horizontal and vertical
ball displacements, q and h2 in Figure 4, are measured
and the ball velocity at hose exit is evaluated using the
free falling relation as follow:

Arching can occur in two forms: cohesive arching and
mechanical blockage. Cohesive arching occurs only
with cohesive materials whereby an arch of material
forms above the silo outlet, able to support the weight of
material above [16]. It means that the granular elements
are in static equilibrium under the effect of the body and
surface forces. The gravity provides the dominant body
force which governs the material flow in silo. Surface
forces include normal and shear stresses due to internal
pressure, friction and cohesive effects. Schulze [17]
goes on to represent the uni-axial compression test on a
σ-τ diagram in Figure 5. B1, B2 and B3 are the Mohr's
circles corresponding to the different states of stress in
material. If a state of stress be below the yield locus the
material is on stationary state and if be the above of it
material will be ruptured. C is the threshold of yield and
D is over yield.
Granular element remains in equilibrium until the
state of stress is below the yield locus. Ball impact
displaces the hopper wall and disturbs the internal state
of stress. Wall undergoes a reciprocating motion results
in a compact-expansion. The pressure is removed or is
weaken instantly during expansion which results in bulk
fracture. Schematic of fracture boundary after impact
has been illustrated in Figure 6.
In this figure, region A is the region in which the
discharge occurs during a single impact. The material in
region B is still in equilibrium and more impacts are
required for bulk fracture.
Shear tests have been carried out to determine the
granular internal friction. A conventional direct shear
apparatus, as illustrated in Figure 2, was used for this
aim. The coefficient of internal friction corresponding to
different wet is given in Table 2.

(1)

In which, g is the gravity acceleration and other
parameters are given in Figure 4.
5. BULK BEHAVIOR DUE TO IMPACT
One of the important flow property is the bulk strength
of granular material. In order to reliably achieve flow,
stresses within the material must reach yield [17].

Figure 5. σ-τ diagram to measure the yield strength (Schulze
2006a)
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6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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Figure 7. Required impact numbers to occur the continuous
flow of magnetite concentrate of different wet

With weight
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Internal friction
(0% wet)
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Internal friction
(5% wet)
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Internal friction
(10% wet)
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Density (kg/m3)

2300
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5
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No. of impacts
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TABLE 2. Material properties
Grain size (mm)

4

4

Figure 6. fracture boundary of bulk after impact, Material
flow occurs in region A and still stable material in region B

Hematite Magnetite

0

0

No. of impacts

The outlet of filled silo is opened and the impacting
process begins if there is no material discharge. The first
wall is impacted by maximum 5 single impacts. If there
is no continuous flow the second, third and fourth walls
are impacted. If the continuous flow doesn't occur after
5 impacts on fourth wall the test ends and impacting
fails to solve the obstruction for that condition. Before
this step, whenever the continuous flow occur the test
ends. Since each experiment is repeated 3 times and the
following results correspond to the average values of
impact numbers, there are decimal values in graphs. In
following figures the experiments with a weight on top
of silo are said with weight experiments and those
without this weight are said without weight.
It can be seen that the wet increment has the evident
effect on silo obstruction. No impact is required to
discharge 0% wet hematite and so on 0% and 5%
reproducible hematite. It means that the material flow
occurs as the silo outlet is opened.
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Figure 8. Required impact numbers to occur the continuous
flow of hematite concentrate of different wet
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Figure 9. Required impact numbers to occur the continuous
flow of 10% wet reproducible hematite
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By increasing wet, the hematite is going to be more
cohesive and the required number of impacts increases.
It is more evident in the case of magnetite. Comparison
of required impact numbers for three materials with
weight and without weight is given in Figures 10 and 11,
respectively.
These results show that the impact process has the
low ability for the magnetite concentrate, especially in
maximized wet. The obstruction problem of
reproducible hematite is well solved using the ball
impacts. The positive point of the present experiments is
that we have the practical cases corresponding to some
experiments in the Gol-e-Gohar complex. There are
several silos in this complex that contain different iron
ore by different wet. From the comparison point of
view, for the behavior of different materials, identical
behaviors can be seen between the scaled laboratory silo
and operating silos. About the effect of wet, it has been
seen that for more material wet lower continuous flow
occurs.
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Figure 11. Required number of impacts for continuous
discharge of hematite, magnetite and reproduced hematite,
without weight
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2
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Figure 10. Required number of impacts for continuous
discharge of hematite (Hem), magnetite (Mag) and reproduced
hematite (Re. He.), with weight

There are several techniques including the air pulse,
hand-pendulum impact, solid spiral pump and small
periodic hammers to solve the silo obstruction. Results
of present work show that the material properties such
as wet should be considered in selecting a technique.
Reproducible hematite basically flows without any
mechanism. The obstruction of reproducible hematite
and 0% wet hematite doesn’t occur at all. The
obstruction for 0% wet magnetite and 5% wet hematite
can be solved by several impacts at the case of with and
without weight. More impacts are required for 5% wet
magnetite and 10% wet hematite without weight. The
impact is not an appropriate technique for obstruction
solution of 5% wet magnetite with weight, 10% wet
hematite with weight and 10% wet magnetite with and
without weight.
The internal pressure in silo and hopper, based on
coordinate illustrated in Figure 12, can be evaluated
using the Janssen [18] relations as follow:
(2)
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and continuum model", Powder Technology, Vol. 293, (2016),
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In which, Ps and Ph are the silo and hopper pressure
respectively, ρ is the material density, μw is the materialwall friction coefficient, k is the Janssen coefficient, g is
the gravity acceleration, Ps2 is the silo pressure at z=h
and other parameters are illustrated in Figure 3. k1 is a
parameter which is evaluated as follow [19]:
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where, μi is the internal friction, ϴ is the hopper wedge
angle and m=1 for tapered hopper and m=0 for wedge
shaped hopper [20]. Maximum silo pressure is given in
Table 3. It can be seen that in all cases the vertical
pressure of magnetite is higher than of hematite and
reproducible hematite. It may be a cause of its resistance
to the impact in obstruction solution tests. The internal
pressure is an important factor which intense the
obstruction. As the internal pressure increases, greater
shear force is required to fracture the granular layers and
provide the material flow.

TABLE 3. Maximum vertical pressure in silo (pa)
Wet

Hematite

Magnetite

Reproducible Hematite

0%

8925

9463

8265

5%

9151

9701

8479

10%

9385

9947

8813

7. CONCLUSIONS






Laboratory silo is used to investigate the effect of
wet of three materials on obstruction solution.
Results show that the wet has an undeniable effect
on silo obstruction
Magnetite concentrate is a cohesive soil which
more impacts are required to discharge it.
Reproducible hematite discharges without any
impact and rarely has obstruction.
Vertical pressure evaluations confirm that it is a
factor that amplifies the silo obstruction
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سیلًَای عمًدی استًاوٍ َای بسرگی َستىذ کٍ برای رخیرٌ مًاد در صىایع معذوی ي کطايرزی مًرد استفادٌ قرار می
گیروذ .یکی از مطکالت سیلًَا اوسذاد آوُا در اثر گىبذی ضذن ي چسبىذگی است .بستٍ بٍ خًاظ مًاد ي ابعاد سیلً ريش
َای مختلف ی برای حل ایه مطکل استفادٌ می ضًد .در کار حاضر امکان رفع اوسذاد سیلًی آزمایطگاَی بٍ کمک ضربات
گلًلٍ مًرد بررسی قرار می گیرد .مًاد مًرد آزمایص کىساوترٌ مگىتیتَ ،ماتیت ي باطلٍ َماتیتی با رطًبت معلًم َستىذ.
ضربات مًجب ضکست الیٍ َا ضذٌ ي مًجب برقراری جریان آن درين سیلً میضًوذ .تصًیر مرز الیٍَای ضکستٍ ي
تعذاد ضرباتی کٍ برای برقراری جریان پیًستٍ ویاز است ثبت میضًوذ .وتایج وطان می دَذ کٍ مًاد مختلف پاسخ مطابُی
بٍ ضربٍ از خًد وطان ومی دَىذَ .مچىیه آضکار ضذ کٍ افسایص رطًبت ،ضذت اوسذاد را افسایص دادٌ ي در وتیجٍ تعذاد
ضربات بیطتری ویاز است .وتایج جُت طراحی بُیىٍ ضربٍ زن برای رفع اوسذاد یک سیلًی در حال استفادٌ صىعتی در
مجتمع گل گُر مًرد استفادٌ قرار خًاَذ گرفت.
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